
Paper Round’s 
Electric Fleet  

Heavy vehicle specification

eRCV 

• Compaction vehicle that tips wheeled 
bins

• Vehicle weight: 26,000kg
• Vehicle range: 200km 
• Charge time: 4.5 hours from empty
• Battery pack: 240kWh
• Max speed: 56mph
• Existing Euro V Dennis Eagle vehicle – 

diesel powertrain removed and replaced 
with an electric motor system  

eBox truck

• Flat bed vehicle that collects bins and 
sacks and makes deliveries

• Vehicle weight: 7,500kg
• Vehicle range: 130km
• Charge time: 4 hours from empty
• Battery pack: 80kWh
• Max speed: 56mph
• New Isuzu chassis – diesel powertrain 

removed and replaced with electric 
motor system

At Paper Round, we are committed to electrifing our fleet. We have been running electric 
light vans and company cars for three years. We are now expanding our electric range to 
include heavy vehicles.

We have one electric box truck arriving in December 2020 and an electric RCV due by 
March 2021. We are also investing in upgrading our electric fast charging facilities at our 
Purfleet depot. 

Call us on 020 7407 9100



Q+A
1.  What are the benefits of an electric 

vehicle?

There are four major benefits of electric 
vehicles. 

• They don’t release any exhaust pollutants 
(e.g. nitrogen dioxide, diesel particulates) 
into the atmosphere. This is a particular 
issue in London where health guideline 
thresholds are regularly broken 

• The electricity required for power can 
come from renewable sources 

• They are much quieter than diesel 
alternatives, reducing noise pollution 

• They have longer operational life and 
require less maintenance because the 
electric mechanism has fewer moving parts 
(e.g no gearbox)

2.  Will your electric vehicles run on green 
energy?

Yes. All the energy we purchase comes from 
renewable sources, so the operation of our 
electric fleet is zero CO2.  

As part of our investment in EVs we are 
upgrading the charging facilities at our Purfleet 
depot. 

3.  How many carbon emissions are you 
saving by switching from diesel to 
electric?

Over a year, a diesel RCV typically runs for 
20,000 miles and produces approximately 50 
tonnes of CO2. An electric vehicle with energy 
sourced from renewable sources produces 
none. 

This saving is equivalent to the CO2 footprint 

of 10 people in a year in the UK. In addition to 
carbon savings there is the elimination of other 
diesel emissions such as NO2 and particulates. 

For the 7.5 tonne box truck the CO2 saving is 
about 19 tonnes per year - approximately the 
carbon footprint of 4 people per year in the 
UK. 

 4. Are the noise levels reduced?

The electric alternatives are far quieter than a 
diesel vehicle. 

The noise level in operations for an RCV is 
determined more by the tipping of materials 
than the vehicle moving (as is largely the case 
with a diesel model). 

5.  Will my monthly report show how many 
collections have been performed by an 
electric vehicle?

Where an agreement has been made to service 
a site with electric vehicles then this data will 
be reported. 

6.  When will your entire fleet become 
electric?

There is no firm date, but we plan to purchase 
only electric vehicles going forward and will 
recycle our older diesel vehicles by retro-fitting 
them for electric operation - giving them a 
second lease of life.
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